The First Week of School
for Intermediate Teachers

by Ray Myrtle
This booklet forms the basis of the first part of the Start UP! program. While there are many terrific books about how to
have a successful school year, this booklet focuses upon the critical first week of school. Student teachers often do not start
their practicums until after the first week of school, so they may not have seen their sponsor teachers start up their class rooms.
This booklet gives specific suggestions on what to do. We hope that this booklet will introduce the Start Your Class
Cooperative & PITA’s workshops & conferences, and the resources on our websites.
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StartUpYourClass.ca
This booklet was written in 2004 while I was PITA President, and was first distributed around the
province by PITA and then used for the Year of Professional Support program we built through to 2011. It
was the first part of the development of what is now startupyourclass.ca and the Start UP! Program, and the
Start UP! Your Class Cooperative. More information about the cooperative and the program is on the back
pages.
The Start UP! concept of Professional Orientation contains 4 parts:
o Start UP! Your Class- based upon this booklet
o Start UP! Your Class Series- in August- to start up each subject
o Start Your program started at the PITA Fall conference, and continuing through the year
on Saturdays and Pro D days. –more curriculum based support
o Electronic site and resources: www.startupyourclass.ca.
I am pleased that myPITA contributed to the program as a sponsor. I encourage you to join
myPITA. Fees are low, especially for teacher candidates and TTOCs, and the Fall Conference has more
than 50 workshops in almost all subject areas. For more information about the myPITA events go to
www.pita.ca
My main effort now is to try to integrate the Start UP! into our educational system, so that it is
automatic that early career teachers receive information about the program and have funding to attend it. If
you find it useful, please advocate for it by letting your district, local, the Ministry and BCTF know that
they should be working together to provide this kind of support for all early career teachers.
Let’s make it easier, not harder, for those who follow us.
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The First Week of School- INTRODUCTION

•

Start to plan your first full week of school, remembering that ROUTINE and
STRUCTURE will start you out with your feet on the ground.

•

Ask for help. There is nothing wrong with asking for a life-ring. Not only will your
own mental and physical well-being depend on this year going well; your class will
need you to be healthy and as rested and calm and well-organized as you can be.

•

Keep an open mind. If you are coming from another school DO NOT SPEND THE
FIRST YEAR TALKING ABOUT HOW WONDERFUL YOUR OTHER
SCHOOL WAS. If this is your first year as a teacher, DO NOT ACTIVELY FIND
FAULT WITH THE SCHOOL. Be sensitive to the established social environment
and you will quickly be welcomed as a new member of the staff and community. In
time you will have the opportunity to remedy some of your initial concerns.

To Do and Get:
• Get 10 manila envelopes for collecting assignments.
• Paper for planning the Personal Web rough copy.
• White cartridge paper 11 x 17 for the good copy of the Personal Web.
• 100 sheets of photocopy paper for various assignments.
• 5 x 7 recipe cards enough for 2 per person with about 10 extra.
o Number recipe cards in pencil on the lined side, so there is one per student
and put one on each desk.
• Make a second set of cards with the same numbers to give out at the door.
• 1 roll of 1/2 inch masking tape, stapler, staples, tape and a dispenser. (Ask the
secretary.)
• Begin researching AV and other materials for your units for the 2nd week of
school and beyond.
• Download the Blackline Masters from the startupyourclass.ca wiki at
https://pita-earlycareer.wikispaces.com/First+Week+of+School
• Copy a class set of:
o Lets Get Acquainted Blackline#1 (make 5 extra copies)
o Graph the Class-Prediction Blackline#2 and put a copy on the back too.
o Graph the Class Blackline#3 (copy onto the front and back).
o 2 sets of the Draw and Predict Blackline#9 (copy onto the front and back).
o 10 back to back copies of class list template (punch with 3 holes)
• Make an overhead of the ‘Graph the Class’ Blackline#2
o Get a class list of your class, or the temporary class you will teach for the
first few days (This is often not available until late Tuesday.)
• Put the desks in rows (yes, like the 1950’s) and write your name on the board.
o Create a simple Entry Procedures checklist; see the Blackline sample in
the wiki.
• Get a set of dice (one die per student) from the math supplies for Thursday.
• Find pinnies for PE Thursday, you will need 2 blue and 6 red ones (or substitute
other colours). Just be sure you know where to get them.
Get 200 sheets of photocopy paper for use in various activities and 200 sheets of
newsprint or similar paper for rough work. It’s good to have this available in your room
as a quick supply for students.
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Recording Observations:
On a Blackline: class list template make a list of a few of your observations as
they can form the basis for lessons in the weeks ahead. For example, can the students
write a correct and clear sentence? a clear paragraph? Can they lay out a graph from your
directions? Can they make inferences about the graph and write them in clear sentences?
Just use short 1-2 word comments as reminders on the class list form.
Save their work and your class list in a folder. When recording comments, write
problems beside the name or underline the comment when students do something extra
well (e.g. ‘vocabulary’ would mean the students has a good vocabulary). Write students’
invented spelling but don’t be too focused on these surface features-focus on their
capacity for thinking and written expression.
To Do
Download the Math (number skills) and Art (drawing) blackline backlines
from https://pita-earlycareer.wikispaces.com/First+Week+of+School
You will need to be preparing for your first units for next week as well. Use your Start
UP! Your Class units or ones from your practicum to start if you can.
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Select an Art Monitor.
Remind the class that Art is due tomorrow, Friday at 9:00 AM and is to be handed in to the
Art Monitor. Ask students to bring their own reading books on Monday.
Dismissal.
Students stand behind or beside their desks. Circulate, and check for loose papers, make sure
chairs are in place, and room is tidy. Stand at the door and make a positive comment to the children
as they leave.
Accomplishments for Thursday:

14:00 Create and rehearse giving a clear
description of good body language in the 205
game.

Entry and Dismissal procedures reinforced
Share and Agree strategy introduced and Personal Web begun
Math 205 game introduced
Number Skills Pretest administered
Changing procedures for PE introduced &
Safety signal introduced (and ... stop)
Eco-Tag game introduced (good warm up activity for any time of the year).
Art Monitor selected &
Homework Board reading introduced
TO DO AFTER SCHOOL:
Math Skills Test Procedure:

.If you are using the Math Basics program from the Start UP! Your Math workshop you can
adapt that program to do these activities.
Begin to mark Number Skills pretests. There are one or two questions of each type of
arithmetical operation. If the students get both correct, then record the number of this month (9 since it's September) beside their names (use the Math Skill Blackline). lfthey get one question
correct and the other wrong, draw a line on the bottom of that square. This indicates they understand
the concept, but need practice.
Fill in a sheet for each student (Class List Blackline). Give students each a copy of these records (not
the test) to keep in their binders. This gives them a 'running record' of their progress.
At the beginning of each month, give the pretest again and each time fill in the class list.
Students do not need to do questions they have been signed off for in subsequent months. Most
students finish all the Number Skills by about Spring Break.
This will give you an idea of where the students are and can help with grouping and selection
of topics.
Prepare for Tomorrow.
Cut about 20 sheets of 8.5 x 11 photocopy paper in half horizontally.
Download Start UP! wiki, if you have not already done so.
Put out copies of Draw and Predict Blackline
Continue to work on preparation of your first units for the next week

The First Week of School- THURSDAY
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Challenge the students to ‘Guess My Rule’ (if you have time). Ask students to
give you a number, without saying the rule, place it under the ‘yes’ if it is a palindrome,
‘no’ if it is not. Repeat a few times. Then ask students to provide a number, and put
the number on the Yes/No table still without saying the rule out loud.
When many students ‘get it’, have a student come to ‘Use the Rule’ after most
have the rule, state the rule for everyone, teach the meaning of the word ‘Palindrome’.
Remind students of the guidelines for working in pairs from created yesterday (p.21).
Task: Challenge the students to prove true or false: That all the numbers between 1 and
100 will become palindromes when the following procedure is done:
Start with a number: e.g. 37
Reverse the number and add it to the first one. e.g.. 37 + 73= 110
If the answer is not a palindrome, repeat the process e.g.. 110 + 011 = 121
Continue if necessary until the answer is a palindrome (like 121 in the example).
Students may work in same pairs for this activity as they did in the 205 game.
Students use the second sheet of paper to do their rough work (no
calculators).
Students work in pairs (a 1-100 grid helps) and submit one good copy between on
a large paper perhaps with a grid. The good copy should include their ‘proof’ and a
written reflection about the activity: Good students should be able to identify the easy and
difficult numbers. Top students can be challenged to create ways to predict the number of
additions required to make a palindrome without actually adding them, and explain their
thinking in their submission. (eg. if the two digits add up to less than ten, then only 1
addition is needed to make a palindrome).
1.

Describe what you’ve learned from this activity. Any surprises?

2.

Describe how you and your partner worked together.

3.

Did you have trouble with any of this?”
If necessary, pair up students so that those with carrying problems in addition
questions are working on the ‘easier numbers’ eg 10, 20, 30, etc. Their partners can work
ahead on the more challenging ones eg. the numbers above 70 - Can you see the patterns?
Which numbers will not be difficult?
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Lunch
Board Work: “Work quietly on your personal web”.
It is helpful to have the students do the same activity each day after a break (for
example, silent reading after lunch, number facts skills after recess, or, in this case, doing
the personal web after lunch).
After Lunch:
Ensure students read Entry Procedures and begin Bell Work.
Do Attendance.

Art Lesson– Abstract Drawing
Goals:
To help students be self-reflective observers of their work.
To develop agreed-upon levels of quality.
To receive comments about their work without discomfort.
To easily mark their work and have a discussion about the work.
Best reference: Drawing With Children, by Mona Brookes at abebooks.com
Group Evaluation and Marking with ‘Compliments and Suggestions’:
Marking usually takes place at the beginning of each Art class.
This procedure can be used in many subjects, and Art is a great way to introduce it.
The instructions that were described on Wednesday should be posted:
(e.g.. Name easily visible, bubble letters, a variety of colours in the background, ruled
lines in the background.)
Students are asked for 'Compliments and Suggestions."
Usually, Art is marked without knowing the name of the artist.
Compliments first:
Which ones are especially good? Why? What do you like in the work?
Suggestions are then given rather than criticism. Suggestions to be given with the
phrase: “It might be better if... __________(e.g. It might be better if it was outlined in
black).”
Do not allow negative tone of voice or negative word choice.
Marking Suggestion:
Have students mark the Art using a 5 scale 1 is low, 5 is high; (for teachers: 1 =
Not Yet Meets; 2 = Minimally meets; 3 = Meets, 4 = Fully Meets; 5 = Exceeds
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This follows the language of the Performance Standards, but adds a ‘meets’ level in the
middle between ‘minimally meets’ and ‘fully meets’.
All students vote on each piece of art. ‘How many think this is a 1?’ If necessary,
the teacher may adjust the students’ marks after giving reasons, then record the mark.
You may not have time to mark the whole class. Use about 30-45 minutes for
marking this first time. Usually the process should take 20 minutes, much of which is
discussion of a few key pieces.
At the end, link discussion to the Web activity, such as ‘How could that
compliment or suggestion be used to make your personal web look better?’
Students late handing in their Art finish their Art at recess and/or lunch and then have
their Art marked by the teacher.
Based upon discussion of the art work with the students, create criteria for the
quality of the presentation of good copy of the personal web. The other part of the web
criteria could be the content of the personal web but use caution in case there are family
issues.
Abstract Drawing Lesson (60 min)
This lesson is designed to provide an initial lesson for a drawing unit, adapted
from the book, Drawing with Children, by Mona Brookes (J P Tarcher, 1986 ISBN
0874773962) which is a great book that can give you a complete Art program for the first
term. At the time of writing there were 16 copies available from AbeBooks.com
Drawing Warm Up:
Do the activity with felts if possible; they give a better, stronger line.
All drawings are made from 5 elements: Line, angle, dot, curve, and circle.
Distribute Drawing Elements: See Drawing Elements Blacklines at pitaearlycareer.wikispaces.com
Distribute a 1/2 sheet of regular photocopy paper
Draw one of each of the elements: line, angle, dot, curve, and circle.
Create an Abstract using the guidelines on the Abstract Lesson Blackline, see the
sample on the Start UP! Wiki.
Homework: Genre Reading Program (See the new Start UP! Reading with Literature Circles
video with Elaine Jaltema (or a workshop) for a better and more complete program. If not use this:
Remind students about the reading of books. Each student is to have a book to
read at school. Ask how many students have already brought books. Count the number
who did bring books but subtract that number from the class size and record the number
who did NOT bring them (this is better than embarrassing those who did not bring
The First Week of School
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That’s it—you’ve made it!
Take home the materials you have collected – you don’t need to mark them. Marking is
for evaluations, report cards, or for feedback for students. What you are doing is looking
at students’ work to guide instruction and help you decide what to do. Assess what your
students need using the materials you have collected and begin to build your program.
Keep track of comments on class lists.
Looking ahead…
Experienced teachers find it very demanding to teach and differentiate for a classroom
full of today’s students. No early career teacher can do a perfect job of teaching a
class and adapting for every student. ALL teachers know this.
The first step is to keep ahead of the ‘time crush’ is by connecting before you need it.
Join us in the startupyourclass.ca site to connect with other early career teachers. There
you will find information about workshops during the school year. You do not need to
begin all of your subjects in the 2nd week of school (just start Language Arts and Math).
Add them in a sequence as you get ready.
Look for information on the conferences on the PITA Website. Your program can build
upon the work you did in your practicum, but I hope that this booklet has given you ideas
about how to start.
Look on our Start UP! (StartUpYourClass.ca) & PITA (pita.ca) websites for updates or email me at ray.myrtle@gmail.com with any questions, compliments, or suggestions.
I enjoy helping you.
Good luck.
Ray
Use this space for Notes:
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Professional Orientation
Most experienced elementary teachers use a general approach to start their class, and refine it
each year as they learn more efficient and effective ideas and strategies.
Through Start UP!, our experienced Grade 4-7 teachers share their approaches with you.
We call this 'Professional Orientation'.
(vs. Employee Orientation, which is how to call in sick, etc.)

Professional Orientation includes detailed suggestions about what to focus upon as you begin,
what to do, detailed suggestions about how to do the activities, and why, so that you can adapt
the ideas to your class.

The Start UP Program- www.startupyouclass.ca
Start UP! Your Class Successfully- Now available on video!
The First Week of School provides suggestions for what to do when you begin the year. The
Start UP! Your Class Successfully workshop explains the objectives and thinking behind the
suggestions so that you will understand them and be able to adapt them to your situation. Offered
throughout the year by Ray Myrtle.
Ray Myrtle
Ray Myrtle coordinates the Start UP! Program, offers the Start UP! Your Class Successfully workshop and was
President of PITA for 8 years. He taught intermediate classes for over 20 years, mostly in Burnaby. He was
instrumental in building and coordinating the Start UP! Program and advocates for early career teachers.

Start UP! Reading: Turning Kids into Avid Readers with Literature Circles
With Elaine Jaltema
Discover how to create avid readers and cover reading and oral language outcomes with no
preparation or after-school marking. Use Literature Circles to start your students discussing the
juicy issues in the books and typically reading far more than they ever have before, while
developing comprehension, critical thinking and social skills. Participants can be given access to
myPITA’s chapter summaries and tests for hundreds of novels to be used for literature circles
and individual reading.
Elaine Jaltema received the first Premier's Award for Teaching Excellence in Literacy and is the
President of myPITA. She teaches intermediate classes in Burnaby and is the mother of three
grown sons. She is passionate about empowering struggling learners and inspiring students to
become life-long readers.
Check the startupyourclass.ca and pita.ca websites for updates.
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